
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

THEODORE L “TED” WHIDDEN, CASE NO.: 5:19cv80-MCR-MJF 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

LOUIS S. ROBERTS III, in his official 

capacity as Sheriff, Jackson 

County, Florida, and LARRY BIRGE, 

individually, 

  

Defendant. 

____________________________________/ 

COVER NOTE AND EXPANSION OF CORRUPTION REQUEST 
 

 

Pro Se Plaintiff a victim of a Color of Law sham 2 year litigation cycle by this 

Court lacking any form of conference from inception, corrupted evidence 

management, lacking integrity from Defense and Court itself, files the 

attached “Response” to the perceived frivolous and criminal “Report and 

Recommendation” of the Magistrate Michael J Franks.   

 

On numerous occasions the integrity of the team, approach, and tactics of 

Franks and team has been questioned accurately.  This Court has failed at all 

turns to address concerns of the Plaintiff.   This Court continues running a 

protection racket scheme under color of law for lower courts and officials as 

demonstrated throughout.  This District Judge has been drawn in on multiple 

occasions yet has avoided addressing legitimate concerns and questions of 

integrity on the operation of the corrupt judicial process underway. 

 

This Court has operated inappropriately leaving Franks and team at the helm 

of their Protection Racket RICO scheme.  This is sufficiently outlined in the 

enclosed such that third parties to include the Appellate Courts, DOJ, and 

Federal Criminal Investigators can read and follow.   In the attached I begin 

by accurately addressing the frailties of the Court’s corrupt position in 



custom and practice repetitive schemes under Color of Law.  The document 

further addresses the Defenses numerous, repetitive frauds, forgeries, 

manipulations, and due process issues without getting into all the specifics as 

there are many.  Most notably there is no correction, intervention, nor 

attention paid by the Court to the seemingly countless and repetitive schemes 

of the Defense to include Frauds/Forgeries/Mail Frauds/Official Filings 

Fraud, etc.   The Court clearly appears operating a protection racket as 

failing to address the unlawful, unethical nature of the Defense, lead and 

follow with their own unlawful, unethical, criminal corruption tactics to avoid 

litigation of this matter at hand.  The Court has been duly notified at each 

opportune point following undeniable patterns of corruption.  The 

establishment of corruption as pattern governed each notice such that it is no 

longer considered a mistake as the Court and Defense are clearly in a collusive 

ruse to undermine the due process and civil rights of the Plaintiff. 

 

A corrupt court as we have in these dealings would initially consider my filing 

“repetitive and scandalous”, and use such corrupt use of process (Color of 

Law) to further conceal their fraud scheme likely, meanwhile third parties 

and those with oversight would recognize the document is repetitive as the 

offenses and entanglements are repetitive (Custom and Practice).  The claims 

appear scandalous because the behavior of corrupt officials in their every day 

practice is scandalous.  The actual facts of the situation as endured to this 

juncture have been scandalous from the inception in the lower courts 

requiring Plaintiff (then Defendant) to address the corrupt lower court system 

in similar manner due to their corruption.  There is clearly a crime spree in 

the lower judicial circuit and it is clearly covered for by the upper circuit.  

The permeating corruption at each person, each level, each document, to 

include all third party behavior indicates an ever present ongoing conspiracy 

to include this court, process, procedure, and persons in this Federal Court to 

cover the underlying RICO schemes and issues.  This is the state of play and 

must be established in order to level the playing field of corruption, corrupt 

players, and corrupt agenda of Michael J Frank and his co-conspirators, 

understanding always that Michael J Frank and this Court are furthering 

corrupt schemes even if their use of law is considered “by the book” as they 

know they are covering schemes of lower courts, a corrupt defense, and third 

parties thru “Cover of Law” under a “Color of Law” scheme against a Pro Se 

Plaintiff determined “mentally unstable” by the lower courts in one of their 

many attempts to Baker Act, Red Flag, Frame/Blackmail and Set-up a law 

abiding citizen being framed by numerous Color of Law entities and 

operatives. 



 

The system employed by this Court and the Lower Court appears corrupt 

from top to bottom.  No integrity has been found in any single person at any 

perceived juncture in this process.  It is imperative for the groundwork to be 

established to reveal the corrupt motivations of Michael J Frank, Judge 

Rodgers, this Court, the Defense and others to further the ruse initiated and 

maintained in this Court system for 2 years. 

 

Two years ago today (3/24/2019 to 3/24/2021) this case was filed in Federal 

Court.  The process failed on so many turns leading to and through notices 

filed with the court of perceived corruption of the court unaddressed, 

corruption of Defense (numerous) unaddressed, overt and aggressive frauds 

by the Court in the official filings and narratives, and a literal cascade of 

corruption as the Court and corrupt officials have struggled to mar the record 

and facts of the case.  Franks goes to abnormal lengths tripping over his own 

frauds, disruptions, and corruptions in the process.  It is clear without a doubt 

that Michael J Franks is deeply corrupt, unethical, and crooked.  Where not 

entirely incompetent, his competence is used by this Court for corrupt 

manipulation of fact in their “plausible deniability” schemes used on 

repetitive nature.   This is either known and thus endorsed corruption as a 

scheme, or unknown making these judges pathetic judges of fact and 

character, thus if Michael J Franks is competent, then the Courts and Judges 

are not.   That is the problem with a convoluted Color of Law conspiracy.  

The employment and implementation of longterm schemes in either instance 

serves to corrupt the due process rights and civil rights of persons applying to 

this unethical Court and is seen as a RICO Protection Racket as Custom and 

Practice of this Court.  The facts as stated in my response are all sworn 

accurate upon presentation. 

 

It is with certainty a corrupt unethical court operating in damage control 

manner would block or avoid my filing as it is necessary for the criminals to 

conceal the truth in their attempt to further numerous RICO schemes, 

patterns, and crimes revealed within.  The Court is believed lacking in 

authority and jurisdiction to conceal their own crimes, and thus it is 

anticipated a lawful court would allow my filings in full to be presented.  

Further as the corrupt nature of this Court has attempted to end this phase of 

the crime spree in what appears a final round, then my final filing is allowed 

in presentation to the upper courts upon appeal, and this corrupt court’s 

actions and inactions can be adequately evaluated.   



 

Due to being pressed for time and the patchwork nature of such a vast crime 

spree coming together in this manner, at this time, and for this purpose I have 

not been able to fully flesh out all concepts inferred within, nor have I had 

time for full proofread in a single sitting as it is nauseating to see the criminal 

operation outlined so suscinctly realizing the Court and Defense operating in a 

collusive conspiracy appear to have squandered 2-5 years of my time and 

resources, while attempting a ruse to avoid liability.  It is known and 

demonstrated Custom and Practice, and it is anticipated this is “business as 

usual” because each corrupt entity flowed naturally through their criminal 

roles outlined accurately herein. 

 

It is requested the Court set aside its bias and need to conceal revelation of its 

past behavior and practice to allow my response to be presented in full before 

the unlawful material mismanagement of this Court concludes. 

 

The corruption of process is so vast and profound it needs to be addressed in a 

format as done, which actually flows sufficiently for 3rd parties to follow the 

schemes of the Court/Defense as presented.  The attached Response in 

Affidavit form has been duly sworn to, notarized, and presented in timely 

lawful manner.   The package upon final printing reached 113 pages, 25233 

words to include attachments/supports/references.  (Part of the size was 

implementation of large font/spacing which was a classic time waster and 

delay tactic of process employed previously by the Clerk Jeremy Wright, who 

has proved less than credible as well.)  Another aspect of the 113 page size is 

the vast and penetrating schemes on top of schemes  It is sworn true to the 

best of my ability at this time, as is this cover note as well.  The criminality is 

obvious and pervasive.   It is so ubiquitous it is anticipated in every move 

forward.  I do not trust this corrupt system as they have corrupted the 

perspective for all in their profession as I have diligently and patiently 

attempted to move along a process that now was clearly tampered from 

beginning to end. 

 

Corruption and retaliation is expected as has been experienced for over 5 

years.  It is believed there has not been a significant sign of integrity since 

inception. 

 

 Under duress, 

 



 

                                                                          

 THEODORE L. WHIDDEN 

 March 23, 2020 

  P.O. Box 158, Chipley, Fla 32428 

 850-685-2353 

 TedWhidden@gmail.com  

 

Sent via Email to Defense near time of filing. 
 

mailto:TedWhidden@gmail.com

